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In this paper, we investigate the process of phase transformation in polymeric materials by
imposing instantaneous nucleation conditions in the employed Monte Carlo type
simulations. We calculated the overall crystallization rate constants and the Avrami
indices for various simulation circumstances and the obtained results were equivalent with
those predicted by the Avrami equation. The dependence of the crystallization rate
constant on the growth velocity and concentration of the nuclei was also investigated and a
comparison was made with the already existing theory.
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1. Introduction
Recently, by using Monte Carlo simulations, we investigated the sporadic nucleation of
polymeric materials and we compared these results with those obtained from the Avrami equation
[1]. As it is thoroughly explained in literature [1-7], the kinetics of crystallization of polymers is
based on the appearance and growth of the crystalline regions which emerge and expand in the
volume of the polymer.
The theoretical and experimental macroscopic studies of the crystallization process are
mainly based on the recording the evolution of the crystalline fraction of the material, Xc (i.e. the
ratio between the volume of the crystallized region and the total volume of the material), as
function of the time [1-7].
From our recorded data obtained for the sporadic nucleation, we calculated the overall
crystallization rate constant and the Avrami index [1]. The simulations were carried out for usual
3-Dimensional space, but also for 2-Dimensional and 1-Dimensional spaces, the results being in
excellent agreement with theoretical prediction of the Avrami equation for the type of the studied
nucleation.
In computer simulations for the 3-Dimensional space, we also systematically investigated
the dependence of the overall crystallization rate constant on the crystallization velocity. For the 3D space, we found that the dependence of this parameter is on the 3-rd power of v, as is predicted
from theory [6, 7].
These previous results gave us a solid image about the versatility of the Avrami model in
the investigation of the sporadic nucleation in soft matter systems. One may put the question if the
simulated results still remain in good agreement with the theory when employing the instantaneous
nucleation mechanism.
In order to gain further understandings in this direction, we present in the current paper the
results of Monte Carlo type computer simulations using the method of instantaneous nucleation.
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2. Molec
cular Mode
el and Sim
mulation Method
M
As we desscribed in [1], the methood of analyziing the phasee transformaation of polymers is
the Koolmogorov–JJohnson–Meh
hl–Avrami (K
KJMA) theo
ory [8-12].
As soft maatter systems, polymers ggenerally crystallizes by two
t mechaniisms [6,7]:
1. instantaaneous nucleation, also ccalled atherm
mal nucleatio
on: all the nuuclei are forrmed at
the begginning of thhe crystallizaation and starrt to sphericaally grow at constant
c
ratee;
2. sporadicc nucleation,, also called thermal nuccleation: the nuclei are foormed at a constant
c
time raate and are uniform
u
disp
posed in the volume of the
t probe. Th
he already fo
formed nucleei again
grow aat constant raate. This wass the mechannism investig
gated in [1].
In this work, we were interested inn the atherm
mal nucleation, thus we w
will present here
h
its
main hhypothesis annd aspects [6
6, 7].
At the begginning of th
he crystallizaation processs, t 0, all the
t nuclei ran
andomly appear and
begin tto sphericallly grow with
h a constant velocity v. In
I follows th
hat, at any tim
me instance,, all the
spheruulites have thhe same radiu
us.
As for spooradic nucleaation, this appproach also
o permits thaat two growiing nuclei mutually
m
invadee each other. The mechan
nism is schem
matically illu
ustrated in Fig
gure 1.

Fig. 1:
1 Mechanism
m of the instan
ntaneous nucleeation.
a. Innitial stage off the nucleatioon. At
0, all
a the nuclei appear
a
in the bbulk.
b.. Growth of th
he nuclei. For all
0, thee nuclei have the same radiius.

As for spooradic nucleaation, statisticcal analysis of the instan
ntaneous cryystal growth may
m be
c
wavee front [6, 7]], described by
b Poisson ddistribution:
seen inn terms of ann expanding circular
(1)

!

nt P.
where E is the averrage numberr of waves paassing a poin
Since all the
t spherulittes grow witth same velo
ocity, the av
verage numbber of crystall fronts
m
t is [[6, 7]:
passingg through pooint P at the moment
(2)
where g is the num
mber of nucleei per unit voolume.
0 is thee probability
y that the poiint P has not been toucheed yet by a w
wavefront, so
o it may
be seenn as the voluume fraction of the polym
mer which is still in the molten
m
state:
0

1

(3)
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with Xc the crystalline fraction of the material.
Combining equations (1), (2) and (3), we obtain [6, 7]:
1

(4)

The above equation is usually written in the Avrami form [1-7]:
1

(5)

where:
is the overall crystallization rate constant which depends on the third power
of the growth velocity and linear on the number of nuclei per unit volume.
n is the Avrami index, that, for instantaneous nucleation, is equal with the dimensionality of the
space, [6,7].
In order to describe the crystallization process in soft matter systems, it is necessary to
obtain from measured or simulated data the overall crystallization rate constant, k, and the Avrami
index, n. Using methods similar to those from [13, 14], they could be directly determined, but,
usually, the Avrami equation is linearized by taking the double logarithm in equation (5) [1-7]:
(6)
1
It this case, a line is obtained having the slope equal with the Avrami index, while the intercept
equals with the logarithm of the crystallization rate constant..
In our Monte Carlo simulations, we consider the instantaneous nucleation of a polymer in
a cubic box of length L, the programs being modified versions of those used in [1]. At the
beginning of the run, we randomly threw all the nuclei inside the volume of the box. At all
subsequent moments of time, the nuclei were spherically grown with the same velocity, v. At
every time step during the simulation, we recorded the volume percent of the crystalline fraction of
polymer, Xc. This quantity was calculated as the ratio between the volume occupied by spherulites
(taking account of overlapping) and the total volume of the box.
3. Results and discussion
We present here a set of simulation results obtained for a cubic box with length
5, at a
growing nuclei velocity
0.005 and with the number of nuclei
2000 (resulting a number
of nuclei per unit volume
16 . The dependence of the volume fraction of the crystallized
polymer as function of time is depicted in Fig. 2. The shape of the graph is identical with the
theoretical one predicted in [6, 7] on the basis of the Avrami equation (4) and is similar with those
obtained in [1] in the case of sporadic nucleation.
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Fig. 2: Volume fraction of the polymer as function
of time for a cubic box with
5 , growth velocity
0.005
and concentration of the nuclei
16.

At this point, we have to notice the same drawback as for sporadic nucleation: the
simulation results based on the Avrami equation (4) predict a final volume fraction of the
crystallized phase tending towards 1. As already mentioned in [1], the polymers are
semicrystalline, because the crystals are never completely filling the volume and the degree of
crystallinity is never equal to 1. This discrepancy was explained by the simplifications of the
Avrami model and by the observation that the real nucleation of a polymer is a mixture of athermal
and thermal nucleation.
In order to calculate the Avrami index and the crystallization rate constant, we used the
linearized form (6) of the Avrami equation. In the left side of this equation, there is a double
logarithm depending on the volume fraction of the crystallized phase, while in the right side there
is a line equation having the slope equal to the Avrami index. The intercept is represented by the
logarithm of the crystallization rate constant. The graph in Figure 3 is the linearized representation
of the data from Figure 2.

Fig. 3: Representation of the equation (6) for a cubic box with
5, growth velocity
0.005 and concentration of the nuclei
The red line represents the linear fit of the data.

16.
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The lineaar fit of our simulated ddata gives
2.971 0.002 and
11
1.628
v
good aagreement with
w
the valu
ues predicteed in [6, 7] for 30.008 which are results in very
Dimennsional spacee.
Crystallizaation in a soft matter sysstem, in partticular of po
olymers, irresspective of the
t fact
that thhe process is a sporadic or
o a instantanneous one, critically
c
dep
pends on the growth velo
ocity of
the nuuclei. This may
m be observ
ved from eqquation (4) and
a is thorou
ughly discusssed in [2-7]. In our
compuuter simulatiions, the ro
ole of this important parameter
p
was investigaated by succcessive
simulaations at diffeerent growth
h velocities (w
while maintaaining the sam
me simulatioon box size and
a also
the sam
me number of
o nuclei perr unit volumee). The resullts for a cubic box of lenngth
5 and
a and
the num
mber of nucllei per unit volume
v
0
0.8 are show
wn in Figure 4.
4

Fig. 4: Rep
presentation oof the equation
n (6) for a cub
bic box with
5 and concentration of nnuclei
0.8
8 for several growth
g
velocitities.
The lines rep
epresent the inndividual linea
ar fits for each
h set of data.

The fitted sets of data are parallell lines having the slope approximateely equal witth 3, as
theorettically prediccted for instaantaneous nuucleation in a 3D space [6
6, 7].
Accordingg with equatio
ons (4)-(6), tthe crystallizzation rate deepends on thhe 3-rd power of the
growthh velocity. Inn order to cheeck this behaaviour, we ex
xtracted the intercepts
i
off the linear fiits from
Figuree 4. As resulting from eq
quation (6), tthe interceptt is represented by the nnatural logariithm of
the cryystallization rate. We plo
otted the crysstallization rate
r as function of
andd we found a linear
dependdence (Figurre 5), as it is expected forr this coefficiient of the Avrami equatiion.
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Fig. 5: Dependennce of the crysstallization ra
ate as
function of
for a cubiic box with
5 and conccentration of
nuclei
0.8. Thhe red line is the
t linear fit off data.

Our simulaation results were also ssensitive to the
t starting concentration
c
d as the
n, expressed
total nnumber of nuuclei per uniit volume thhat were con
nsidered at th
he beginningg of the simu
ulation.
This coorresponds too the initial stage,
s
schem
matically depiicted in Figure 1 (a), and is expressed
d by the
presennce of g param
meter in equation (4).
We system
matically inveestigated thee role of the concentration
c
n, by perform
ming variouss sets of
bic box withh length L 5, at a constant growth velocity v 0.01,
compuuter simulatioons for a cub
while cconsidering several
s
concentrations off nuclei.
Because thhe Avrami in
ndex does nott depend on the concentrration of the nnuclei, as ex
xpected,
the linnear fits based on equatio
on (6) consistt in parallel lines with th
he same sloppe (having th
he value
approxximately equual with 3). These
T
results are shown in
n Fig. 6.

Fig. 6: Repressentation of thhe equation (6)
F
6) for a cubic box
b with
5,
growth veloccity
0.01 for several co
oncentrations of the nuclei.
The lin
nes represent the linear fitss for each set of
o data.
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Equations (4)-(6) also suggest a linear dependence of the crystallization rate constant (k)
on the concentration of the nuclei (g). Using the same procedure as in the case of its dependence
on the velocity, from the linear fits in Figure 6, we extracted the intercepts that provide us the
crystallization rate values.
The graph of k versus concentration is presented in Figure 7 (this behaviour is also
predicted by the Avrami equation).

Fig. 7: Dependence of the crystallization rate as function of for a cubic box with
5 and growth velocity v 0.01. The red line is the linear fit of data.

We made various simulations for the instantaneous nucleation process when considering
also 2-Dimensional and 1-Dimensional systems. For the two dimensional system, we found the
Avrami index
2.0037 0.0008 and the intercept
k
5.0765 0.0014. For the one
dimensional system, the results were
1.043 0.007 and the intercept
k
5.076
0.001. These values are in excellent agreement with the theoretical predictions from [6] and [7],
which state that, in the case of the instantaneous nucleation, the Avrami index is equal with the
dimensionality of space. Therefore, we conclude that the Avrami model is a versatile universal
tool that scientists can rely on when investigating different complex soft matter systems.
One may also notice that, for lower dimensional spaces, the results are slightly better than
for the 3-Dimensional space. In our opinion, the explanation consists in the statistical fluctuations
which rapidly increase as the dimensionality of the space increases.
4. Conclusions
By means of Monte Carlo simulations, we studied the transition process behavior in soft matter
systems, when induced by an instantaneous nucleation mechanism. We calculated the overall
crystallization rate constant and the Avrami index for various starting conditions. The results were
compared with the predictions from the Avrami equation and we conclude that our computational
model is in excellent agreement with the Avrami theory.
For simulations in 1, 2 and 3-Dimensional spaces, the Avrami index is equal with the
dimensionality of the space, as the theoretical model predicts for instantaneous nucleation
conditions. These results may also be associated to our previous work [1], where, for sporadic
nucleation, the Avrami index is equal with the space dimensionality plus one (from the time
parameter).
Simulations for the low dimensional spaces are to some extent better than those for higher
dimensional space, result that is confirmed also for the sporadic nucleation situation [1].
The dependence of the overall crystallization rate constant (k) on the growth velocity (v)
and concentration of the nuclei (g) was also examined and linked with theoretical predictions in
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the case of 3-Dimensional systems. Our results indicate a 3-rd power dependence on the growth
velocity and a linear dependence on concentration, as also calculated from theory.
The main conclusion is that the Avrami theory is an universal tool that can be used for accurately
describing phase transition processes (i.e. crystallization in soft matter systems), irrespective of the
dimensionality of the space and the chosen nucleation mechanism.
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